Because of Coronavirus (or COVID-19), riding the bus will be a little different this year.

Riding the bus will be different
When I am waiting to get on the bus, I need to stay 6 feet away from my friends.

I should also keep my distance when going up the stairs into the bus. One at a time.
Someone might take my temperature before I get on the bus.

Someone might take my temperature when I get to school.
When I get on the bus, I will need to put on some hand sanitizer.

When I sit down, only one person to a seat!
The bus driver might be behind a clear piece of plastic. This is called a barrier. A barrier helps protect us all from germs.

There might be a helper on the bus to show me where to sit and to give me hand sanitizer.
If I need to cough, I should try to cough into my elbow.

One new thing, is that I might need to wear a mask on the bus.
My bus driver might be wearing a mask or face shield while he or she drives. It’s okay!

When I get off the bus, I still need to keep my distance. One at a time.
I can handle this change. It will be so fun to be back at school!

These changes on the bus will stay until there is less Coronavirus in the world.
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A COVID-19 related story.
When I am waiting to get on the bus, I need to stay 6 feet away from my friends.

I should also keep my distance when going up the stairs into the bus. One at a time.
Someone might take my temperature before I get on the bus.
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When I sit down, only one person to a seat!
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There might be a helper on the bus to show me where to sit and to give me hand sanitizer.
If I need to cough, I should try to cough into my elbow.

One new thing, is that I might need to wear a mask on the bus.
When I get off the bus, I still need to keep my distance. One at a time.

My bus driver might be wearing a mask or face shield while he or she drives. It’s okay!
These changes on the bus will stay until there is less Coronavirus in the world.

I can handle this change. It will be so fun to be back at school!